
Vorld Eco-Crisis
iternational Organizations
"i Response
dited by David A. Kay and
jgene B. Skolnikoff
troduction by Maurice Strong

. iis is the first book-to analyze the impact and
'jtplications of the environmental crisis for
international organizations. World Eco-Crisis
i>.kes up the issues faced at the UN Conference
in the Human Environment, often by
inference participants. (Reproduces the
tpring 1972 issue of International Organization.)

iOO pages cloth $12.50; paper $2.50

fiternational Organization
K quarterly journal sponsored
jv the World Peace Foundation
j nd the University of Wisconsin
I avid A. Kay, Editor
jegular issues of International Organization
Contain critical articles, and extensively
nnotated and factual summaries of recent
Inited Nations activities, UN specialized
Jgencies, and the principal political, regional,
jnd functional international organizations.
i special issue is published each year.

individuals $10.00/yr.; Institutions $20.00/yr.

i fan in the Living
hvironment

A Report on Global
cobgical Problems

sponsored by the Institute of Ecology
•f iis report, the work of a group of fifty top-
inking scientists, was prepared to transmit the
•JI :ologist's view of global ecological problems
i the Stockholm Conference. Discussed are
u. ues concerning population and resources
management, pollution, chemical and biological
last control, crop and habitat management,

I and aquatic food sources, eutrophication
f* land and water, and the effects of human
:tivity upon element cycles.

10 pages cloth $12.50; paper $2.50

Wisconsin residents add 4% sales tax

mn

Wafer Resources Law anc
Policy in the Soviet Union
Edited by Irving K. Fox
The management of water resources has justly
become a subject of international concern.
Until now, a text—in English—delineating
Soviet water law and policy has not been
available. This volume fills that gap in the
literature, and sheds new light on problems
relating to U.S. water assets. (University of
Wisconsin Water Resources Studies, V. 1)

264 pages cloth $8.5(

Soviet Prison Camp
Speech
A Survivor's Glossary
Supplemented by terms from the
works of A. I. Solzenicyn

Compiled by Meyer Galler and
Harlan E. Marquess
This glossary, the only one of its kind, will
be of significant interest and value to Russian-
reading historians and political scientists, and
to all who read recent Russian literature—
especially the underground genre. The more
than one thousand words and expressions in
the glossary, listed alphabetically in Russian
Cyrillic, are defined in both Cyrillic and in
English. Also included is an explanation of the
glossary's origin and an introduction which
places Soviet prison camp speech in historical
and linguistic perspective.

152 pages cloth $10.0C

Africa and the West
Intellectual Responses to
European Culture
Edited by Philip D. Curtin
In this new volume, Curtin's latest effort, he
presents seven essays which together help to
reconstruct Africans' views of the West over
the past hundred years. The work is one of
intellectual history, approached not only by
historians but by anthropologists and literary
critics as well. Contributors include James W.
Fernandez, Wyatt MacGaffey, Jean Herskovits,
G. Wesley Johnson, Jr., Leo Spitzer, Harold
Scheub, and Curtin.

280 pages cloth $12.5C

University of Wisconsin Press
Box 1379, Madison, Wisconsin 53701
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UNMONTHLY
CHRONICLE

If you cannot visit the United Nations, subscribe to UN
MONTHLY CHRONICLE. Every issue of the CHRONICLE
contains a complete record of the month, describing the
proceedings, decisions and resolutions of the main organs
and committees in the political, economic and social, legal
and administrative fields. There are articles by distin-
guished contributors on various aspects of the work of the
United Nations in all parts of the world. The notes of the
month include announcements of international meetings,
book reviews and selected documentation.

Annual Subscriptions:
For the U.S. and Canada $9.50
For other parts of the world $4.75

United Nations Publications
Room LX-2300 Palais des Nations
New York, N.Y. 10017 ° r 1211 Geneva 10 Switzerland

THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY IN THE 1970's
Edited by Steven Joshua Warnecke

The European Community as an increasingly important force on the world
scene during this decade is the subject of this inquiry by scholars and officials
from both sides of the Atlantic. They examine prospective economic and politi-
cal developments within the Community, anticipating the problems of the new
Europe resulting from the entry of Great Britain, Ireland, Norway, and Den-
mark and from the recent treaty with the European Free Trade Association.
They consider the future of economic and political relations between the Com-
munity and the United States, focusing on the outlook for continued cooperation
or rivalry. They also suggest policy alternatives for implementing transatlantic
cooperation and encouraging relations with the Third World.
The contributors are: Gordon M. Adams, Ralf Dahrendorf, William Diebold,
Jr., Heinz Hartmann, Louis G. M. Jaquet, Uwe Kitzinger, Harald B. Malmgren,
Andrew J. Pierre, and Christopher Wright.

Published for the European Studies Committee, Graduate Division, City Uni-
versity of New York, whose chairman is Steven Joshua Warnecke.
228 pp., index $15.00

Order directly from
Praeger Special Studies

111 Fourth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003
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ucation
COLLEGES N O W OFFER

COURSES O N PEACE &
iWORLD ORDER.
IF YOU ARE

INTERESTED-WE CAN HELP
SERVICES AND RESOURCES
Workshops to introduce teachers and students to the field of peace and
world order.

Curriculum consultancy to help faculty members develop peace courses
and programs.

Teaching tools—sample syllabi, film and resource lists, book lists, re-
prints of useful articles. (Start with our Peace Education Resource
Packet, free.)

Materials prepared for a wide variety of courses in several disciplines.

Newsletter and informational mailings about peace education programs,
organizational activities, and new books and materials from all sources.

RECENT AND FORTHCOMING BOOKS
THIS ENDANGERED PLANET, Richard A. Falk; Random House, $8.95
cloth, $2.95 paper.

BUILDING THE CITY OF MAN: OUTLINES OF A WORLD CIVILIZATION,
W. Warren Wagar; Grossman Publishers, $10.00 cloth; W. H. Freeman
& Co., $3.25 paper.

ECONOMICS AND WORLD ORDER: FROM THE 1970'S TO THE 1990'S,
Jagdish N. Bhagwati, ed.; The Free Press, $11.95.

GUERRILLA STRUGGLE IN AFRICA: AN ANALYSIS AND PREVIEW, Ken-
neth W. Grundy; Grossman Publishers, $12.50 cloth, $4.95 paper.

AFRICA AND WORLD AFFAIRS: THE NEXT THIRTY YEARS, Ali A. Mazrui
and Hasu H. Patel, eds.; The Third Press, $10.00; January 1973.

PEACE AND WAR: INTRODUCTORY READINGS ASSEMBLED BY A STU-
DENT/FACULTY GROUP AT COLGATE UNIVERSITY; W. H. Freeman &
Co.; January 1973.

WORLD LAW FUND

University Program
11 W. 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
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